Universal Custom Pre-Inked Stamp

1. Turn stamp upside down.
2. Place stamp in re-inking fluid box as shown or between two thick books.
3. Squeeze a few drops of re-inking fluid over the raised characters.
4. Let the stamp sit upside down overnight to allow ink to absorb into the stamp.
5. The next morning, blot excess ink by making a few impressions on a sheet of scrap paper. Repeat Step 3 if necessary.

Universal Stock Pre-Inked Stamp

1. Remove stamp handle.
2. Place 1-2 drops of ink directly on the stamp die.
3. Let stamp sit overnight to allow ink to absorb into the stamp.
4. The next morning, blot excess ink by making a few impressions on a sheet of scrap paper. Repeat Step 2 if necessary.

Universal Stock Pre-Inked Round Stamp

1. Turn stamp upside down and remove dust cover.
2. Place 1-2 drops of ink directly on the stamp die.
3. Let stamp sit overnight to allow ink to absorb into the stamp.
4. The next morning, blot excess ink by making a few impressions on a sheet of scrap paper. Repeat Step 2 if necessary.